At a time when everyone speaks of the crisis facing the arts, when money is tight and culture "itrelevant," it's heartening to note the emergence of several vigorous new community museums in New York City. Within the past year, E1 Museo del Barrio, the Bronx Museum of the Arts, and the Storefront Museum have opened their doors as grass-roots institutions, bridging the gap between "culture" and everyday life.
nity. Instead of invading an area with preconceived ideas and projects, the Metropolitan helped the founders of each of these new neighbothood centers to give substance to their own aims; we offered suggestions and advice, not cut-anddried formulas. And we shared not only works of art but, more important, the know-how of our staff. Whether helping to draft joint fund-raising proposals, lending cases and other exhibition materials, or providing exhibit insurance, the Metropolitan put its experience and expertise on the line in behalf of these younger cultural institutions.
There is much more to be done, however. Many stumbling blocks have to be cleared away. For example, among professional museum organizations there is a restrictive legal definition of a museum as an institution possessing and utilizing a collection: this contradicts the purpose of these community centers, which place most emphasis on the flexibility of presenting changing exhibitions, not acquiting permanent collections. And, before allocating funds, many federal agencies demand that an applicant have a staff, a concrete program, and strong financial support-exactly the things that these museums need money for! Then, before objects of any value can be borrowed, the museum must be insured, but it's very difficult to obtain insurance policies in so-called high-risk areas.
It is the responsibility of established museums to help theit younger colleagues overcome such obstacles. These centers continue to need tremendous support if they are to survive. But this support must not be dogmatic or restrictive: the museum must be created by its community and shaped by its interests. They need our help in showing them how to accomplish the goals they choose for themselves . 
